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within meaning 1 inside or not further than an area or period of time 2 inside the
limits of something for learn more i would use within his her capacity its is used
to refer to things other than people the phrase is doing the best he she can works
just fine as well the word well being and welfare are both correct but the first is
spelt with a hyphen not in one word 1 preposition if something is within a place
area or object it is inside it or surrounded by it formal clients are entertained
within private dining rooms an olive coloured tent stood within a thicket of trees
land use can vary enormously even within a small country synonyms inside in
surrounded by enclosed by more synonyms of within the meaning of within is in or
into the interior inside how to use within in a sentence within means inside or not
further than a particular area or space people who live within the city pay higher
local taxes than people who live just outside the city the people who live no
further than the city boundary or limits we ve always lived within ten miles of the
coast we love the sea check pronunciation within definition of within preposition in
oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more preposition uk wɪˈðɪn us within preposition
time add to word list b1 before a particular period of time has finished the
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ambulance arrived within 10 minutes consume within two days of purchase fewer
examples he repaid the loan within two years failure to pay within 14 days will
result in prosecution preposition in or into the interior of or the parts or space
enclosed by within city walls inside of in in the compass or limits of not beyond
within view to live within one s income at or to some point not beyond as in length
or distance not farther than within a radius of a mile at or to some amount or
degree not exceeding within earshot of somebody something within easy reach of
something within outside the purview of something beyond within the realm of
possibility within an inch of something of doing something be come etc within a
whisker of something doing something see more idioms within limits wheels within
wheels within in living memory within is closer to inside it mainly refers to
something like a building where you are physically in or inside in and of itself to
many people the phrase in and of itself sounds clunky and old fashioned however when
used sparingly and correctly it serves a purpose example the weather was not in and
of itself the cause of the traffic delays vs the weather was not the cause of the
traffic delays in both sentences we understand not to blame adverb as in in into the
interior part compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches in indoors inside
strong matches within doors within walls weak matches not outside not over adverb as
in on the inside compare synonyms synonyms strongest matches internally inwardly
strong matches at heart deep down discover more preposition definition of within as
in inside synonyms similar words relevance inside antonyms near antonyms without
outside beyond outside of excepting within 2 of 3 noun as in interior an interior or
internal part structural decay had started from within synonyms similar words
interior inside bowels center innards preposition how to use within in a sentence
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within 1 of 2 adverb definition of within synonyms for within we all try to appear
strong and attempt to hide the scared little child within we could hear sounds
coming from within they were outwardly calm but nervous within the new rule will
affect any flight to within and from the us grammar within is a preposition within
space within means inside or not further than a particular area or space within time
we can use within to refer to time idiom from within definition of within from the
cambridge advanced learner s dictionary thesaurus cambridge university press amdt14
s1 8 9 2 meaning of within its jurisdiction in the equal protection clause
fourteenth amendment section 1 all persons born or naturalized in the united states
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof are citizens of the united states and of the
state wherein they reside no state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the united states nor shall any state
deprive any person of life liberty or property without due process of law nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws amdt14 s1 1
citizenship persons within its jurisdiction are entitled to equal protection from a
state largely because article iv section 2 has from the beginning guaranteed the
privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states the court has rarely
construed the phrase in relation to natural persons 1 check pronunciation within
definition of within adverb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more u s
constitution 14th amendment the fourteenth amendment addresses many aspects of
citizenship and the rights of citizens the most commonly used and frequently
litigated phrase in the amendment is equal protection of the laws which figures
prominently in a wide variety of landmark cases including brown v
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within definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Apr 18 2024

within meaning 1 inside or not further than an area or period of time 2 inside the
limits of something for learn more

meaning is it correct to say within its capacity and
Mar 17 2024

i would use within his her capacity its is used to refer to things other than people
the phrase is doing the best he she can works just fine as well the word well being
and welfare are both correct but the first is spelt with a hyphen not in one word

within definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Feb 16 2024

1 preposition if something is within a place area or object it is inside it or
surrounded by it formal clients are entertained within private dining rooms an olive
coloured tent stood within a thicket of trees land use can vary enormously even
within a small country synonyms inside in surrounded by enclosed by more synonyms of
within
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within definition meaning merriam webster
Jan 15 2024

the meaning of within is in or into the interior inside how to use within in a
sentence

within grammar cambridge dictionary
Dec 14 2023

within means inside or not further than a particular area or space people who live
within the city pay higher local taxes than people who live just outside the city
the people who live no further than the city boundary or limits we ve always lived
within ten miles of the coast we love the sea

within preposition definition pictures pronunciation and
Nov 13 2023

check pronunciation within definition of within preposition in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage
notes synonyms and more
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within meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Oct 12 2023

preposition uk wɪˈðɪn us within preposition time add to word list b1 before a
particular period of time has finished the ambulance arrived within 10 minutes
consume within two days of purchase fewer examples he repaid the loan within two
years failure to pay within 14 days will result in prosecution

within definition meaning dictionary com
Sep 11 2023

preposition in or into the interior of or the parts or space enclosed by within city
walls inside of in in the compass or limits of not beyond within view to live within
one s income at or to some point not beyond as in length or distance not farther
than within a radius of a mile at or to some amount or degree not exceeding

within adverb definition pictures pronunciation and
usage
Aug 10 2023

within earshot of somebody something within easy reach of something within outside
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the purview of something beyond within the realm of possibility within an inch of
something of doing something be come etc within a whisker of something doing
something see more idioms within limits wheels within wheels within in living memory

meaning what is the difference between in and within
Jul 09 2023

within is closer to inside it mainly refers to something like a building where you
are physically in or inside

in and of itself the blue book of grammar and
punctuation
Jun 08 2023

in and of itself to many people the phrase in and of itself sounds clunky and old
fashioned however when used sparingly and correctly it serves a purpose example the
weather was not in and of itself the cause of the traffic delays vs the weather was
not the cause of the traffic delays in both sentences we understand not to blame
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16 synonyms antonyms for within thesaurus com
May 07 2023

adverb as in in into the interior part compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches in indoors inside strong matches within doors within walls weak matches not
outside not over adverb as in on the inside compare synonyms synonyms strongest
matches internally inwardly strong matches at heart deep down discover more

within synonyms 38 similar and opposite words merriam
Apr 06 2023

preposition definition of within as in inside synonyms similar words relevance
inside antonyms near antonyms without outside beyond outside of excepting within 2
of 3 noun as in interior an interior or internal part structural decay had started
from within synonyms similar words interior inside bowels center innards

examples of within in a sentence merriam webster
Mar 05 2023

preposition how to use within in a sentence within 1 of 2 adverb definition of
within synonyms for within we all try to appear strong and attempt to hide the
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scared little child within we could hear sounds coming from within they were
outwardly calm but nervous within the new rule will affect any flight to within and
from the us

within english meaning cambridge dictionary
Feb 04 2023

grammar within is a preposition within space within means inside or not further than
a particular area or space within time we can use within to refer to time idiom from
within definition of within from the cambridge advanced learner s dictionary
thesaurus cambridge university press

meaning of within its jurisdiction in the equal
protection
Jan 03 2023

amdt14 s1 8 9 2 meaning of within its jurisdiction in the equal protection clause
fourteenth amendment section 1 all persons born or naturalized in the united states
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof are citizens of the united states and of the
state wherein they reside
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fourteenth amendment browse constitution annotated
Dec 02 2022

no state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the united states nor shall any state deprive any person
of life liberty or property without due process of law nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws amdt14 s1 1 citizenship

meaning of within its jurisdiction in the equal
protection
Nov 01 2022

persons within its jurisdiction are entitled to equal protection from a state
largely because article iv section 2 has from the beginning guaranteed the
privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states the court has rarely
construed the phrase in relation to natural persons 1
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usage
Sep 30 2022

check pronunciation within definition of within adverb in oxford advanced learner s
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more

14th amendment u s constitution us law lii legal
Aug 30 2022

u s constitution 14th amendment the fourteenth amendment addresses many aspects of
citizenship and the rights of citizens the most commonly used and frequently
litigated phrase in the amendment is equal protection of the laws which figures
prominently in a wide variety of landmark cases including brown v
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